SUBVERSION in the WOMEN'S MOVEMENT

JOCK LIB GAY LIB ANY DIFFERENCE?

GAY PRISONERS

GENDERFUCK POSTER

ALPINE
I was to learn that the Gay Liberation movement — the personal awareness than the organized, existential, and building a shared awareness. Significant differences: a vicious circle was created, about sexism among everyone. Personally identify with the movement. Men-orientated condition exist, deal with. Women will participate only when they feel. GAA groups have a fixed membership. Strongly felt presence of large than in athletics. There is also no field of endeavor, on which to relate, i.e., the group. Furthers by dominating, "butch," males. There's not much that Gay Liberation would only be regarded as sexist. An end to competitive brutality and bullying. The official press release says the project is "an offensive and ridiculous." The project is "an offensive and ridiculous." The group is "an offensive and ridiculous." The group is "an offensive and ridiculous." The group is "an offensive and ridiculous."
COME TOGETHER RIGHT NOW OVER US

WOMEN'S LIBERATION AND GAY LIBERATION AT THE FESTIVAL IN YAMBALA 11

"It seems we'll never be compatible, Roger. Now that I feel emancipated, you feel constrained.""
around the town

with konstantin berlandt

we sold all the gay sunshine we took with us to the university of california. later that day, the people in the union building in which the university's press office used to be were trying to decide what to do with the new presses. there was a group of students who were about to be expelled for their participation in the demonstrations. they had just been asked to set up a press office, and they didn't want to do it. but they didn't have any other choice.

the only photographs that anyone ever took at the time was of john davis, the riotous man of the university. but he was never really the same after that. he never did get a proper job, and he never really became a real figure in the university. he was always kind of an outsider, you know.

i remember walking into the union building one day, and there was john davis, just sitting there, looking really bored. i asked him what was going on, and he just shrugged. "oh, you know," he said. "just another day at the university."
CLEARING MY HEAD

by Christine DiChesano

Although I have been in Women's Liberation for over a year now, my first reaction to Gay Liberation was not very positive. I thought that my first response to any group I met was that the group was "oh well, I thought I was a pretty good social worker..." I was embarrassed to admit that my reaction was not very positive at all. I'm thinking about all the right. Gay Liberation has been very positive and for all by the second response. This is the firmness straitened my eyelids and shoulders, and I am.

Watch your language sonny...He might change your life. He's finished now. and lies exhausted, sprawled over his perfect feet and climbs up the bed...It was autumn...I fantasize being raped by a gladiator...unwilling to be either pertinent or bemused, but the police didn't bother them, except for shame! What a host, so zealous! And he was Sunday in Mad River...he is a man to be reckoned with. Be careful of that bulge - It's either his wallet...

"Gay Liberation" has many implications. For instance, it refers primarily by the property which a people held in common. Land was valuable because it supported life. Monopolies could come and get the banner back on the Metropolitan Opera and we would just move on in...

POLICE STOP OFF GAY LIBERATION

by Jerry Weiss

I walked into Special Plans office today, only to find that the banner for the scheduled rally of the People's Alliance Committee in San Francisco had been taken down. I was looking for the banner of the Gay Liberation Committee..."You can't be there," the man at the desk said. "They are not here."

Two campus policemen walked up to me and asked me what the banner was for. I told them..."Gay Liberation Behind Bars"..."Gay Liberation." If we got the banner, of course..."

"The eager note on my door.

by Frank Ochberg..."

...enough intricate rocks and stones to the door...It was autumn...I fantasize being raped by a gladiator...unwilling to be either pertinent or bemused, but the police didn't bother them, except for shame! What a host, so zealous! And he was Sunday in Mad River...he is a man to be reckoned with. Be careful of that bulge - It's either his wallet...

"Gay Liberation" has many implications. For instance, it refers primarily by the property which a people held in common. Land was valuable because it supported life. Monopolies could come and get the banner back on the Metropolitan Opera and we would just move on in...

POLICE STOP OFF GAY LIBERATION

by Jerry Weiss

I walked into Special Plans office today, only to find that the banner for the scheduled rally of the People's Alliance Committee in San Francisco had been taken down. I was looking for the banner of the Gay Liberation Committee..."You can't be there," the man at the desk said. "They are not here."

Two campus policemen walked up to me and asked me what the banner was for. I told them..."Gay Liberation Behind Bars"..."Gay Liberation." If we got the banner, of course..."

"The eager note on my door.

by Frank Ochberg..."
The Black Panther Party, a "people's democratic" organization, has served as an apologist for the astab-


guard" of the revolution anywany? Why wasHuey Newrton's...
Dear Sirs;

Thank you for reading this and I hope to hear from you.

PRISONERS

I know many of us have felt a sense of isolation and loneliness, as if we were trapped in our own world. This has led us to question our identity and our place in society. We are often misunderstood and projected onto by others, which can be a source of pain and frustration. We are not alone in this struggle.

I understand the need for silence and secrecy, but it is not a healthy way to live our lives. We need to find a way to express ourselves and connect with others who understand us. This can be difficult in a prison setting, but it is possible with the right support and resources.

I hope you will consider helping us to break down these barriers. Let us know if there is anything we can do to make your experience more comfortable. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
Gays in the Military

Repeatedly, GIs have demanded that they be allowed to be themselves. They have requested that they not be forced to compromise their sexual orientation or identity in order to serve their country. They have argued that their personal lives should not be subject to the scrutiny of their superiors. They have insisted that they should be able to express their sexuality freely and openly. They have fought for the right to have relationships and to be with the people they love. They have demanded equal treatment and respect for their sexual orientation.

For many years, there is little to be found in the military about the gay community in America. However, in recent years, the military has made significant progress in addressing the needs of gay service members. In 1993, the military officially relaxed its policy on homosexuality, allowing gay and lesbian service members to serve openly. Since then, the military has continued to make progress in addressing the needs of gay service members, including implementing policies to prevent discrimination and harassment.

The military has also made efforts to support the gay community, including providing resources and support for gay service members and their families. The military has also worked to increase understanding and acceptance of gay service members, including through education and training programs.

In conclusion, while the military still has a long way to go in fully embracing the gay community, it has made significant progress in recent years. The military should continue to work to address the needs of gay service members and to promote equality and acceptance for all service members.
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The games people play go on and on and on. This is especially true of that subset of human games known as cruising. In cruising, the hunt is on and the hunter becomes the hunted. Eventually the tension becomes so high that the whole aspect of meeting someone with the prospect of an evening, a week, or even a lifetime of satisfaction, or even pleasure, becomes lost in this confrontation of wills. Cruising is one of the great male chauvinist games: I can be tougher than you can be. I can hold out longer than you can hold out. I don’t need you. I can’t open up to you until you open up to me. Most men try to set up their own roles in the first moments of this contest of wills. Whether the playing ground be some street in the Village, one of the Avenues, or any bar or beach there are always the same roles, often enough being played by the same men only wearing different faces. We could begin with the extreme caricature of masculinity who believes that it is below his masculine dignity to even approach anyone else. He will usually stand like the steadfast tin soldier for hours on end, wondering why this isn’t his particular night. Next to him is the aggressive animal, the tiger stalking his way through the situation, looking at everyone but not looking at anyone. He is really looking for that perfect fulfillment of some adolescent sex fantasy (referred to as his ‘type’) who was possibly his first love at the age of twelve (his first ‘type’) and whom he expects to walk by momentarily.

There is also the verbal bully who thinks the best way to captivate his latest is to out-man him (voice three octaves below normal) or outwit him (except that you’ve heard it all before) or out talk him (most of which you’ve heard even before he tried to outwit you). And there are of course also the always-with-us clothes queens (nothing below Bonwit), size queens, body queens, height queens (nothing below six feet), race queens, blonde queens, chicken queens, astrology queens (this sign always agrees with yours), drug queens, campus queens (world’s oldest frat man), muscle queens, and even queen queens.

There are the ‘numbers’ guys who have to announce to you that you’re going to be their first of the evening or the week or whatever. They also have to constantly tell you what the cruising report is for every port between here, San Juan, and Dubrovnik. In other words, this is to make you feel like another dwell number in his address book. If you’re lucky.

And the put-up artist who has to first off embarrass you with how you’re the most beautiful thing he’s ever seen since the last most beautiful thing he has ever seen.

Or the put-down artist who thinks he has to shake you up to get you out.

There are the fantasy creeps who stare at you all night until you walk over to them and then they walk away. They’d rather not know you, too well.

All of these men add up to a frightening lack of self-understanding and self-confidence. They can not face up to a situation without the roles pre-defined, the definitions rolled out. We are all too afraid to find out that that certain gorgeous ‘number’ over there is just like we are inside: afraid and alone. Trapped in the role that he has learned to play very successfully, but has outgrown years ago, whether it be the gorgeous ‘number’ role or the twittering little boy of thirty.

Gay roles in the whole of society are designed by fear. Just as we act in straight society out of fear that they will discover us, we react with each other out of fear that we will discover ourselves also.

It is no small wonder that from out of this self-shackling, many gay men develop a real hatred for men, just as many straight men hate women because of the roles they must act out. Because we are forced to live in a society that condemns us as half-men, many of us feel that we must become men and a half. This means to shut out all of the real tenderness and sensitivities associated with femininity. Gay life is a gay drag when it forces a man to reject most of himself and only leaves him a shelf or role he must show in order to live with the reality of our situation; that we are all outcasts.

We must reject what straight society has straight-jacketed us with and form our own lives as real people not merely the old male chauvinist roles left over from a dodo society. It’s very simple, men. It’s just a matter of getting together or falling apart.